Hemifacial motor and crying seizures of temporal lobe onset: case report and review of electro-clinical localisation
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Objective: To report a case of temporal lobe epilepsy with clinical presentation of paroxysmal episodes of “tightness” over the right hemiface, and ictal crying, and review electroclinical localisation of this phenomenon.

Methods: Clinical semiology, neurophysiological localising tests, and epilepsy surgery outcome are reported in a subject presenting with paroxysmal right hemifacial movements and ictal crying. Pertinent past reports of somato-motor signs and ictal crying in temporal lobe epilepsy are reviewed and the findings correlated with proposed human facial cortical representation.

Results: Simple partial seizures caused by temporal lobe epilepsy presented with right sided tonic facial movements and ictal crying. Intracranial EEG monitoring documented a left medial temporal onset of seizures that remained asymptomatic until they propagated to the left cingulate region. Anterior temporal lobectomy with resection of the amygdala and anterior hippocampus resulted in cessation of seizures.

Conclusions: This is a rare example of epileptic seizures of medial temporal onset presenting with isolated somato-motor manifestations and ictal crying. Anatomical-electrical-clinical correlations with cortical regions controlling facial movements were highly suggestive that this case represents secondary activation of “emotional” motor cortex M3 and M4 (rostral and caudal cingulate motor cortex), giving rise to focal hemifacial movements and ictal crying.

CASE REPORT

A 28 year old right handed man had onset of epilepsy at eight years of age. Seizures were simple partial with right hemifacial tonic and tonic-clonic movements, with no associated symptoms in the extremities. Typical seizure duration was 10–30 seconds. Occasionally, more prolonged seizures involved “grunting” respirations, and some degree of loss of consciousness. There were no associated affective or “experiential” symptoms, such as fear or pain. Seizures were sometimes associated with lacrimation.

At presentation, his simple partial seizures were occurring three to four times a day. The seizures were refractory to multiple antiepileptic drugs. Neurological examination on presentation was normal except for postural tremor in both hands.

During non-invasive video EEG telemetry monitoring the patient had 12 seizures over a three day period. The typical ictal semiology was initial tonic contraction of the right hemiface, followed by paroxysmal respirations and a “painful” facial expression, lasting 15–30 seconds, with no change in consciousness. While the painful facial expression was bilateral and more pronounced in the upper facial muscles, the right hemifacial tonic contraction remained the most prominent change. With one event, the initial semiology was not right hemifacial tonic contraction but presented as paroxysmal respirations with associated simultaneous contractions of respiratory muscles and bilateral upper facial muscles (resulting in blinking), occurring three times in a four second interval, followed by tonic contraction of the right hemiface. During one event, there was definitive lacrimation. Figure 1 shows ictal facial expressions. Semiology of lacrimation, respiratory symptoms, and facial expressions was consistent with crying. Scalp ictal EEG showed onset of left anterior temporal theta range slowing approximately 5–10 seconds after clinical seizure onset. Intracranial FDG-PET showed hypometabolism in the left anterior and medial temporal regions. Magnetic resonance imaging was normal.

The patient then underwent intracranial EEG telemetry monitoring, with an eight weight contact grid over the left frontal convexity and superior aspect of the temporal lobe, a four contact left subfrontal strip, a four contact medial frontal strip, and two six contact left subtemporal strips. During intracranial EEG telemetry monitoring, initial semiology of all seizures was right hemifacial tonic movements. Figure 2 shows the typical ictal onset and propagation pattern from an intracranial EEG recording. Seizures showed onset from the medial contacts of the posterior subtemporal strip electrodes, which was in the region of the amygdalo-hippocampal complex, with onset of 20 Hz activity. Figure 3 shows electrode placement of strip electrodes and grid electrodes which covered the temporal lobe. Correlation of ictal symptomatology with intracranial EEG recordings showed that onset of right hemifacial tonic movements correlated with propagation of beta range ictal discharges to the medial frontal region in all seizures. In referential montages the MF3 electrode shows the highest amplitude activity during initial propagation of the seizure. The delta range activity in the subfrontal electrodes, while correlating with symptoms in the seizure shown in fig 2 was not consistently present at the clinical onset of other seizures recorded during intracranial monitoring.

The patient underwent a left anterior temporal lobectomy with resection of the amygdalo-hippocampal complex, with sparing of the hippocampal body. Post-surgical pathology revealed focal glial nodules and patchy neuronal loss in the amygdala. The patient has been seizure-free for four years postoperatively.

DISCUSSION

Seizures of medial temporal region onset typically present with an experiential or viscerosensory aura, followed by impairment of consciousness. Thus the ictal semiology in this case is atypical. Despite this atypical presentation, multiple tests localised seizures to the left temporal region, and the patient was seizure-free after epilepsy surgery. He
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In this case, the seizures began in the medial temporal region but were clinically asymptomatic until they propagated to the cingulate region. For all intracranial ictal EEG recordings, the symptoms of isolated facial movements correlated with onset of beta frequency activity over the medial frontal region, indicating that propagation of the seizures to that region caused the symptoms. We therefore propose that the symptoms in this case were caused by propagation of seizures through amygdalo-cingulate projections, resulting in activation of cortical facial representation regions M3 and M4 in the cingulate. Such a mechanism of symptoms is consistent with the conclusion by Bossi et al that motor symptoms in TLE are related to activation of extratemporal structures.

**Somato-motor signs in temporal lobe epilepsy**

Past investigators have observed somato-motor signs in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). Bossi et al studied 101 seizures from 50 patients during intracranial EEG explorations to define somato-motor manifestations of temporal lobe seizures. They found that somato-motor symptoms occurred “early” (in the first 10 seconds of the ictus) in 10 seizures (9.9% of their sample). Interestingly, facial involvement was the initial somato-motor involvement in eight of the 10 seizures. Our subject showed “early” somato-motor signs, primarily involving the face. Bossi et al concluded that ictal somato-motor symptoms in TLE were indicative of spreading of the ictal discharge beyond the temporal lobe. In the context of TLE, past investigators have considered the amygdala as the most likely medial temporal region structure to send projections to the extratemporal structures responsible for associated motor signs, including both dystonic posturing and somato-motor signs. However, investigators disagree about the pathways of propagation from the amygdala that causes the motor symptoms.

Gloor reported that there are no direct projections from the amygdala to the motor cortex, and that any behavioural response initiated by amygdaloid activity reflected involvement of the motor system indirectly. However, recent studies have implied a more direct role of the amygdala in mediating facial motor responses.

There are five cortical motor representations in the non-human primate. Five homologous areas have been identified in the human, including the rostral cingulate (M3) and caudal cingulate (M4) regions. Morecraft et al have proposed that M3 and M4 are the regions responsible for “emotional” facial movements. Their studies, in primates, showed bilateral projection from M3 to the upper facial musculature and a contralateral projection from M4 to the lower facial musculature. They also found that the amygdala projects to the somatotopic representations of the cingulate motor field in a highly specific manner. The amygdalocingulate projections provide a basis for anatomical-electrical-clinical correlations in the present case.

In this case, the seizures began in the medial temporal region but were clinically asymptomatic until they propagated to the cingulate region. For all intracranial ictal EEG recordings, the symptoms of isolated facial movements correlated with onset of beta frequency activity over the medial frontal region, indicating that propagation of the seizures to that region caused the symptoms. We therefore propose that the symptoms in this case were caused by propagation of seizures through amygdalo-cingulate projections, resulting in activation of cortical facial representation regions M3 and M4 in the cingulate. Such a mechanism of symptoms is consistent with the conclusion by Bossi et al that motor symptoms in TLE are related to activation of extratemporal structures.

**Ictal crying**

There are relatively few reports of ictal crying. Luciano et al reported seven cases in which ictal or postictal semiology involved crying documented by ictal EEG. In their series, five patients had a medial temporal onset of seizures, while two had a midline frontal onset. They report subdural electrode monitoring over the cingulate region in one case, which confirmed ictal onset adjacent to a cavernous malformation and the supplementary motor area. A subsequently reported case of post-stroke epilepsy documented repetitive sharp wave discharges, maximal over the right anterior temporal region, during an episode of ictal crying. Thus past case reports verify ictal EEG onset in the medial temporal and medial frontal regions during seizures associated with ictal crying. The EEG findings in our case are consistent with those of past investigators. However, the correlation of semiology with subdural EEG monitoring in our case documented ictal onset in the medial temporal region, which produces symptoms only after propagation to the cingulate region, providing evidence that temporal lobe onset seizures cause crying by propagating to the cingulate region. In view of the fact, as outlined above, that motor signs are caused by propagation of TLE seizures outside the temporal lobe, propagation to the cingulate provides a plausible explanation for generation of the facial motor components in ictal crying caused by TLE.

**Postulations of functional correlates**

Our case involved seizures that always featured right hemifacial tonic contraction, often associated with signs of...
crying. The case is clinically unique for temporal lobe epilepsy, because the facial movements and signs of crying occurred in isolation from other ictal semiology, suggesting that isolated projections from the amygdala to the cingulate regions were primarily activated during the seizures. The semiology highlights the role of the cingulate in generation of facial movements and crying, and adds further evidence for localisation of “emotional” facial movements to the cingulate. Because intracranial EEG monitoring of the medial frontal region was a single four contact strip electrode, definitive functional anatomical localisation is limited and indicates maximal activation at the junction of the supplementary motor area and M4 (over electrode MF3). The ictal semiology was not consistent with ictal activation of the supplementary motor area (M2), which typically causes prominent posturing of the upper extremities and associated version of gaze, head, and body. From a semiological perspective, the seizures correlate best with the proposed functions of M3 and M4. One seizure began with paroxysms of crying, which involved bilateral “eye blinking” movements and paroxysmal respiratory movement. These semiological features are most consistent with predominant activation of M3, which, in classical studies in monkeys, showed respiratory changes and facial movements, and, in more recent studies, bilateral projections for activation of the upper facial musculature. The semiology of right hemifacial tonic motor movements is most consistent with predominant activation of M4, which shows projections to contralateral lower facial musculature. That the seizures involved the functions of both M3 and M4 suggests that the functions of

Figure 2 Intracranial ictal EEG recording. Only the grid electrodes covering the temporal lobe are shown in the recording. Electrode abbreviations are as follows: G, grid; MF, medial frontal strip; PT, posterior subtemporal strip; AT, anterior subtemporal strip; SF, subfrontal strip. The placement of grid and strip electrodes is shown in fig 3. The arrow at the bottom of the figure shows the time of onset of the right hemifacial movements. Approximately three seconds before the hemifacial movements there was onset of localised 20 Hz activity over the PT1 and PT2 electrodes, which cover the amygdalo-hippocampal complex. After approximately two seconds, the 20 Hz activity evolved to cause widespread desynchronisation of all electrodes covering the temporal lobe, after which beta range activity became more prominent over the medial frontal electrodes. The onset of beta range activity in the medial frontal region, which was highest amplitude in electrode 3 on referential recordings, correlated with clinical onset of all seizures.
these two facial motor regions are integrated with each other. Integration of function of M3 and M4 is supported by a recent study by Morecraft et al16 (case 6), which showed strong interconnections between M3 and M4.

Conclusions
This case represents a rare example of epileptic seizures of medial temporal onset presenting with semiology of right hemifacial tonic movements and ictal crying. That the patient was successfully treated with epilepsy surgery stresses the clinical importance of associating temporal lobe epilepsy with these clinical symptoms. Anatomical-electrical-clinical correlations of this case with cortical regions controlling facial movements are highly suggestive that it represents secondary activation of M3 and M4 (rostral and caudal cingulate motor cortex), giving rise to focal hemifacial movements and ictal crying.
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Figure 3 Electrode placement using the computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging coregistration technique as previously described.2 (A) The ventral brain surface showing placement of the subfrontal and subtemporal electrode strips. Electrode 1 is the most medial electrode in all strips in panel A. (B) The left lateral brain surface with the 20 electrodes from the 64 channel grid which cover the lateral temporal lobe. Electrodes 1 and 4 are labelled to orient the viewer to the montage in fig 2. (C) The medial surface of the left hemisphere with the medial frontal electrodes. Electrode 3 is marked with an arrow. The medial frontal strip electrode partially covers both the supplementary motor (M2) and caudal cingulate (M4) areas.
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